Algorithm: How to create a High Impact Intervention (HII)

**Identify need for HII & create a case for change by:**

- RCA Findings
- High risk practice
- Prompted by clinicians/teams
- Change in Practice
- New/changes to Legislation

**Identify**

- Resource
- Budget
- Expert input
- Relevant research & policy
- Design team

**Agree**

- Scope
- Critical points
- Critical elements & care bundle to be measured
- Clear aims & outcomes
- SMART delivery plan
- Baseline to audit

**Consider / gain**

- Approval from ethics/management
- Quality Indicators
- Engaging end users: nurses, medics, managers
- Organisational governance
- QA process & tool sign off

**Implement**

- Pilot
- PDSA cycle
- Staff education
- Review + evaluate + refine
- Re audit

**Analyse**

- Launch HII
- Audit HII care bundle
- Analyse findings & develop plans for improvement
- Re audit

**Refine**

- Clear aims & outcomes
- SMART delivery plan

**Design**

- Scope
- Critical points
- Critical elements & care bundle to be measured
- Clear aims & outcomes
- SMART delivery plan

**Realign**

- Re audit
- Review + evaluate + refine
- PDSA cycle
- Re audit

**Algorithm:**

1. **Identify need for HII & create a case for change by:**
   - RCA Findings
   - High risk practice
   - Prompted by clinicians/teams
   - Change in Practice
   - New/changes to Legislation

2. **Identify**
   - Resource
   - Budget
   - Expert input
   - Relevant research & policy
   - Design team

3. **Agree**
   - Scope
   - Critical points
   - Critical elements & care bundle to be measured
   - Clear aims & outcomes
   - SMART delivery plan
   - Baseline to audit

4. **Consider / gain**
   - Approval from ethics/management
   - Quality Indicators
   - Engaging end users: nurses, medics, managers
   - Organisational governance
   - QA process & tool sign off

5. **Implement**
   - Pilot
   - PDSA cycle
   - Staff education
   - Review + evaluate + refine
   - Re audit

6. **Analyse**
   - Launch HII
   - Audit HII care bundle
   - Analyse findings & develop plans for improvement
   - Re audit

7. **Refine**
   - Clear aims & outcomes
   - SMART delivery plan

8. **Design**
   - Scope
   - Critical points
   - Critical elements & care bundle to be measured
   - Clear aims & outcomes
   - SMART delivery plan

9. **Realign**
   - Re audit
   - Review + evaluate + refine
   - PDSA cycle
   - Re audit